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Name Type of Media Number and year The owners & Circulation Content Overview 
The power of 
more language

Single magazine about language and 
multilingualism

sept 2012, 44 pages, only in Dutch independent research institute in the field 
of multicultural issues «FORUM»

- Future is multilingual
- Ethnicity plays no role anymore
- About education in the second language
- Give children time to build their 'hardware'
- Parents about development: Kamile
- One afternoon vocabulary is insufficient
- Extra attention to talented, smart disadvantaged children
- Pupils are better off with methodical approach
- Table of 10 to prevent delay of language development
- Additional resources for language development
- Parents about development: Betty
- Schools should not underestimate their own role in language development 
of children 
- Language development delay: How do manage they that?
- It all starts at home, literally and figuratively
- Parents about development: Alder
- Column: Everyone is entitled to success
- Holy belief in multilingualism
- We first put aside all methods
- Parents about development: Khadija
- The struggle against illiteracy

Multilingualism is a permanent and inescapable phenomenon 
in our education. With the new immigration flows, such as 
Central and Eastern Europe, that number will only increase. 
Unfortunately multilingualism not get the attention it 
deserves. But language policy without regard to 
multilingualism reduces opportunities in education of children 
with a non-Dutch background. Schools must adapt their 
teaching to these kids. This requires scientific knowledge is 
needed about the effectiveness of interventions and 
methodologies. This single magazine are inspiring 
contributions of scientists, educators and parents. 

Pavlov  popular-science television program 29 nov. 2012 (in Dutch) The Public Broadcasting Victoria is one of the most versatile young actresses of 
Netherlands. At the age of 13 she came from Ukraine to the 
Netherlands. Did she benefit thereof? And what is a linguistic 
talent anyway?
Twelve years ago, she debuted in GTST and since then she 
played numerous roles in TV series and movies. Yet she has 
the language in which she acts only in later life learned. At the 
gymnasium she excelled in Latin. And now she also speaks 
fluent English, German and French. She's just smart or she has 
an extraordinary talent for languages? Is she another person in 
another language? What happens in her brain when she speaks 
so many languages ?

Publication in The Netherlands


